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Summary of Icon Water’s proposed direction for reform
Icon Water agrees with the Independent Competition and Regulatory Commission (ICRC) that the
current water tariff structure does not appear to be providing suitable price signals to customers about
1
the efficient use of the service infrastructure and water resource. However, based on our analysis
and customer engagement to date, we are of the view that it would not be appropriate to move
directly to fully cost-reflective tariffs within a five-year regulatory period.
We intend to engage with customers on specific tariff options ahead of our next submission in
response to the ICRC’s draft report. The proposed direction for tariff structure reform that we will take
to those discussions is:


Working towards a single usage price that applies to all water use and is significantly lower
than the current Tier 2 price of $5.24 per kilolitre



Introducing separate residential and non-residential tariffs, with a higher supply charge for nonresidential customers



Introducing a charging regime for liquid trade waste



Introducing drought pricing arrangements.

1

ICRC 2016, Technical paper 2: Marginal cost pricing in the ACT, Report 3 of 2016, June, p xvii.
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Introduction
ICRC review
The structure of Icon Water’s tariffs for water and sewerage services is being reviewed by the ICRC.
Structure includes issues such as:


whether the usage price should change when specified usage levels are reached



the balance between fixed charges and usage prices



whether tariffs should vary between different customer classes.

This document provides Icon Water’s views on the appropriate direction for tariff structure reform, the
detail of which will be analysed in the lead up to the ICRC’s price direction for the period commencing
1 July 2018. Our responses to the specific questions raised by the ICRC in its Issues Paper are set
out at Appendix A.

How we’ve developed our proposed direction for reform
Our aim is to work towards tariff structures that maximise benefits to the community over time and
balance community views appropriately, while maintaining full recovery of efficient costs.
The ICRC’s objective and principles
The ICRC set out an objective and principles for the setting of tariff structures in the Issues Paper for
this review, which Icon Water endorsed in its submission of January 2016. Icon Water has had regard
to these principles when developing the views in this document.
Box 1: ICRC objective and principles

Economic regulation objective: To promote the efficient investment in, and efficient operation and
use of, Icon Water’s regulated water and sewerage services to maximise the social welfare of the
community over the long term.
Pricing principle 1: Tariff structures and prices should promote the economically efficient use of Icon
Water’s water and sewerage services infrastructure, and in the case of water should also encourage
economically efficient use of the water resource.
Pricing principle 2: Tariff structures and prices should reflect the full recovery of the prudent and
efficient costs of providing regulated water and sewerage services to ensure business viability.
Pricing principle 3: Tariff structures and prices should facilitate the recovery of Icon Water’s allowed
revenue over the regulatory period.
Pricing principle 4: Tariff structures should be robust enough to promote the economically efficient
use of Icon Water’s water and sewerage services infrastructure over a reasonable period of time.
Pricing principle 5: Any change to the structure of tariffs and prices that will have substantial
customer impacts should be phased in over a transition period to allow customers reasonable time to
adjust to the change.
Pricing principle 6: Tariff structures should be simple for customers to understand and
straightforward for the utility to implement.
Pricing principle 7: Tariffs should be set using a transparent methodology and subject to public
consultation and scrutiny.
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Customer engagement
Icon Water is also committed to listening to its customers and refining our proposals to ensure tariff
structures balance community views appropriately. We have been talking to customers about tariff
structure as part of Talking Icon Water, our community engagement program. We undertook an online
survey that was completed by around 470 customers. We have also established a Community
Consultative Forum with which we will discuss tariff structure issues over the coming months.
We have endeavoured to factor the feedback received from the survey into the views we express in
this document. We are committed to continuing this conversation with our customers and we’ll be
seeking feedback on the proposed direction we have put forward in this document.

Our current tariff structure
Current tariff
The current water tariff structure comprises a
fixed supply charge of $101.48 per year plus
a two-tier water usage charge of $2.61 per
kilolitre for the first 0.548 kilolitres of average
daily use and $5.24 per kilolitre thereafter.
The sewerage tariff structure comprises a
fixed supply charge of $529.38 per year plus,
for non-residential customers and common
properties, a charge on fixtures (toilets) of
$517.73 per year.
Since 2004, the ICRC has set Icon Water’s
tariff structure. It would be in the interests of
all stakeholders for the recommendations
made by the ICRC in its final report to keep
open the option of Icon Water setting prices
from 2018 within constraints and principles
provided by the ICRC.

How we got here
Over the past 13 years, there has been a significant shift away from fixed charges towards usage
charges. The top tier usage price has increased by roughly 400 per cent over that period, while the
fixed supply charge has decreased (see Figure 1). This shift has been driven by a number of factors,
including the need to reduce water consumption during the millennium drought between 2003 and
2010.
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Figure 1: The shift towards usage charges over the past 12 years ($nominal)
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Comparison with other cities
As a result of this shift, our Tier 2 water price is now the highest of any major water utility in Australia,
while our fixed supply charge is one of the lowest, particularly for non-residential customers.
Figure 2: Residential supply and usage charges – Australian major water utilities (>100,000 customers)
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How are Icon Water costs affected by customer behaviour?
As discussed in the ICRC’s technical paper of June 2016 on marginal cost pricing, a key
consideration when seeking to maximise community benefits is the extent to which prices reflect the
costs that would be incurred due to consumption decisions, including environmental costs. When
prices are cost-reflective, they encourage usage when (and only when) customers value the usage
above the costs that usage imposes. This level of usage maximises total community benefits. In order
to identify cost-reflective tariffs, we need to understand the ways in which customer decisions drive
future costs.

Water
Table 1 outlines various measures of consumption and the types of Icon Water costs that each
measure affects. It also indicates which of these cost effects should be signalled in tariffs and which
are covered in other ways.
Table 1: Water costs driven by customer behaviour

Cost driver

Costs brought
forward

Notes

To be reflected in
tariffs?

Water: fiveyear peak

Water
storage/supply
capacity

These costs are the long-run
component of marginal cost,
estimated by the ICRC to be
2
$1.02/kL.

✓

Water: peak
week

Water treatment
capacity

There is currently excess capacity at
the treatment plants and there are no
prospective capacity augmentations.

✓

Water: peak
day

Water reservoir
capacity

There is some excess capacity in
reservoirs. Prospective investments
are driven by development.

✓

Water:
instantaneous
peak

Water reticulation
capacity

Pipes are sized for fire flow needs, not
the customer peak. Prospective
investments are driven by
development.

No. Funded by
developers

Water: total
use

Electricity,
chemicals and
Water Abstraction
Charge

These costs are the short-run
marginal cost of supply, estimated by
3
the ICRC to be $0.72/kL.

✓

2

ICRC 2016, Technical paper 2: Marginal cost pricing in the ACT, Report 3 of 2016, June, p xii.

3

Ibid, p xii.
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The costs that need to be reflected in the water tariffs are:


The cost of bringing forward water security investments, which is driven by increases in total
usage over a period of several dry-weather years



The costs of pumping and treatment and the Water Abstraction Charge (which notionally
4
covers environmental and scarcity costs), which are driven by water usage.

While there may be merit in signalling the costs of new water reservoirs in some areas, the metering
technology currently installed for most customers would not allow charging based on peak daily use.
The costs of bringing forward investments in water treatment capacity, which are driven by peak
weekly usage, are currently insignificant, with existing capacity at the treatment plants expected to be
sufficient for many years.
Expenditure on network augmentations is typically driven by development and funded by developers,
either directly as part of their infrastructure works or by reimbursement to Icon Water. This type of cost
does not need to be reflected in tariffs.
Overall, the costs that need to be reflected in water tariffs amount to around $1.74 per kilolitre, based
on the estimates preferred by the ICRC in its recent technical paper on marginal cost pricing.

Sewerage
Table 2 outlines the equivalent usage measures and types of cost for sewerage infrastructure. It
indicates which cost effects should be signaled in tariffs and which are covered in other ways.
Table 2: Sewerage costs driven by customer behaviour

Cost driver

Costs brought
forward

Notes

To be reflected in
tariffs?

Sewer:
discharge
peak hours

Sewer pipe size /
network capacity

Sized for rainfall events, not
customer discharge peak.

No. Funded by
developers.

Sewer:
discharge
peak 48
hours

Sewerage treatment
capacity

Sized for rainfall events, not
customer discharge peak.
Prospective investments are
driven by development.

No. Costs are not driven
by changes in discharge
by existing customers.

Sewer: total
discharge

Electricity and
chemicals

Short-run marginal cost,
5
estimated at $0.26/kL.
However, marginal cost can
be negative in dry weather.

✓

Non-domestic
discharge

Sewer maintenance,
treatment plant
damage, odour
scrubbers

Costs currently unknown but
to be assessed as part of
trade waste project

No. Icon Water is
developing separate
trade waste charging.

4

ICRC 2003, Water Abstraction Charge, Final report, October, p 14.

5

ICRC 2016, Technical paper 2: Marginal cost pricing in the ACT, Report 3 of 2016, June, p xv.
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The costs incurred due to a marginal increase in sewage discharge are around $0.26/kL on average
across the network. This represents just seven per cent of the total amount that needs to be
recovered in tariffs, which is mostly fixed or sunk expenditure. During spells of dry weather, there may
actually be cost savings from customer discharge in some circumstances due to avoided flushing.
Adjusting the way these 93 per cent of residual costs are shared among customers will have very little
benefit in terms of economic efficiency, but it may have significant impacts on individual customer
bills.

How cost-reflective are current tariffs?
Water
As noted by the ICRC in its technical paper, there
is a significant mismatch between estimates of
the marginal cost of supplying water and the price
6
currently charged for that water. The Tier 2 water
usage price, in particular, is dramatically higher
than the marginal cost of supply.

Marginal
cost

Price

This mismatch prevents water use that customers
value above the cost of supply – use that would
contribute to economic growth and wellbeing.
Furthermore, it leads to large customers
considering investments in alternative supply
arrangements that are considerably more
expensive than Icon Water’s marginal cost of
supply. This type of investment is known as
uneconomic bypass. Uneconomic bypass makes
all customers worse off because it means prices
need to increase to spread Icon Water’s
predominantly fixed costs across less usage
and/or fewer customers.

Sewerage
The reliance on fixed supply charges in the sewerage tariff is reasonably consistent with the cost
structure, in which just seven per cent of the total costs to be recovered in tariffs vary with customer
discharge. There are alternative ways of sharing cost recovery among customers, but these
alternatives would differ mainly in terms of distributional considerations, rather than the extent to
which they reflect forward-looking costs.

Cost-reflective tariff structures
The ICRC technical paper on marginal cost pricing includes indicative tariff structures that align with
7
its estimates of marginal cost and maintain full cost recovery. The water tariff based on the ICRC’s
preferred estimate of marginal cost includes a single tier water usage charge of $1.74/kL applied to all
customers (down from the current Tier 1 and Tier 2 usage charges of $2.61 per kilolitre and $5.24 per
kilolitre), with the supply charge increased to maintain full cost recovery.

6

ICRC 2016, Technical paper 2: Marginal cost pricing in the ACT, Report 3 of 2016, June, p xii.

7

ICRC 2016, Technical paper 2: Marginal cost pricing in the ACT, Report 3 of 2016, June, pp 65-66.
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Moving directly to this tariff structure would appear to satisfy all of the ICRC pricing principles, except
the principle relating to transition arrangements (see Table 3). The ICRC notes that it would involve
8
“substantial distributional impacts on customers”, particularly low-volume water users.
Table 3: Assessing cost-reflective tariff structures against the ICRC principles

ICRC principles

Discussion

Assessment

Economic efficiency

The water usage charge would be aligned with
marginal cost

✓

Full cost recovery

The tariffs would be revenue-neutral

✓

Revenue sustainability

Reliance on usage charge would be reduced from
90% to 36%

✓

Stability over time

Once the change is made, there would be a strong
rationale underlying the structure moving forward

✓

Transition arrangements

Moving directly to this structure would result in
significant bill impacts

✗

Simplicity

The removal of the price step would simplify the
structure

✓

An important consideration when assessing the impacts of tariff structure changes is the impact on
bills of disadvantaged or low-income customers. Past debate about pricing impacts has at times
revolved around an assumption that disadvantaged and low-income customers are low-volume water
users.
One group of disadvantaged customers includes those holding pensioner, Healthcare card, or life
9
support concessions (Utilities Concession customers). Figure 3 shows the consumption levels for
these customers in 2013-14, which we consider to be indicative of average weather conditions. It
shows that:


around 40 per cent of Utilities Concession customers use more than 200 kL and pay the Tier 2
water usage price



there are just as many Utilities Concession customers using more than 200 kL per year as
there are using less than 150 kL per year.

Given the variation in water usage across these customers, usage levels must be used with caution
as a metric for assessing the social impacts of tariff structure changes. A change in tariff structure that
reduces bills for small users, but increases bills for customers using more than 200 kL per year may
adversely affect more Utilities Concession customers than it benefits.

8

Ibid, p 65.

9

Icon Water currently applies a discount to the supply charge for these customers on behalf of the
ACT Government. From 1 July 2017, to make concessions accessible to more households, the
energy and utility concession and the water and sewerage rebate will be combined into the one
Utilities Concession, which will be applied to the applicant’s electricity bill.
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Figure 3: Consumption levels of Utilities Concession customers 2013-14
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Our analysis indicates that moving to a cost-reflective water tariff structure would result in bill
increases for customers using less than around 300 kilolitres per year. Around 85 per cent of Utilities
Concession customers fall into this category. Any transition to a cost-reflective tariff would therefore
need to take place over a long period, with performance against some of the other principles (in
particular those relating to economic efficiency, revenue sustainability, and stability) sacrificed over
the short term.

Customer views on tariff structure changes
Although the economically efficient structure would maximise total community benefits over time, Icon
Water is conscious of the need to take account of community views on any potential reform. As part of
its Talking Icon Water community engagement program, Icon Water ran an online survey on tariff
structure issues during May and June 2016. Some 470 residential customers completed the
questionnaire, with a further 137 completing part of the questionnaire. Very few businesses
participated in the survey. Icon Water will continue to seek views from the business community,
including through the organisations represented at our Community Consultative Forum.
The main survey results relating to tariff structure that were available at the time of this submission
are presented and discussed below. These results are the views of residential customers, who
represent around 94 per cent of our demand by customer numbers and around three quarters of our
demand by water volume. Icon Water expects to be able to provide more detailed survey analysis and
views from the business community in the coming months.

Removing the step
Figure 4 shows that when respondents were asked whether they would support moving to a flat water
usage price in principle (that is, assuming there is no change in their bill), the majority (47 plus 12 per
cent) supported applying the change to non-residential customers, while around half (47 per cent)
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supported applying the change to all customers. Some 30 per cent indicated they would not support
the move.
Figure 4: Residential customers support removing the step in principle

Would you support a move from the current two-tier usage price to
a single usage price (assuming that it would not change the
amount you pay on your bill)? (n=607)
Don't
know
11%
No
30%

Yes
47%

Yes, but only for
non-residential
customers
12%
More than half of those that provided reasons in support of retaining the step gave reasons relating to
water conservation. Further engagement with customers is required to understand what benefits they
perceive would be gained from water conservation, given the current level of water security, and
whether these benefits exceed the environmental and scarcity values notionally reflected in the Water
10
Abstraction Charge that the ICRC incorporated in its estimates of marginal cost.

Moving away from usage charges to fixed charges
A majority (55 per cent) of residential customers support moving from usages charges towards fixed
charges to some extent (see As with the question on removing the step, the most common reasons
provided in support of retaining the current balance between fixed and usage charges related to water
conservation.
When asked to identify their preferred balance between usage and fixed charges:


around 40 per cent of respondents identified a balance with lower usage charges than the
current tariff structure



around 30 per cent of respondents indicated the current structure was their preferred balance



20 per cent indicated a preference for a tariff based entirely on usage charges



The average preference across all residential respondents was for usage charges to form 63
per cent of the water bill.

Figure 5). Many of these customers indicated their support would be contingent on the extent of the
shift.

10

ICRC 2016, Technical paper 2: Marginal cost pricing in the ACT, Report 3 of 2016, June, p 44.
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As with the question on removing the step, the most common reasons provided in support of retaining
the current balance between fixed and usage charges related to water conservation.
When asked to identify their preferred balance between usage and fixed charges:


around 40 per cent of respondents identified a balance with lower usage charges than the
current tariff structure



around 30 per cent of respondents indicated the current structure was their preferred balance



20 per cent indicated a preference for a tariff based entirely on usage charges



The average preference across all residential respondents was for usage charges to form 63
per cent of the water bill.

Figure 5: Residential customers support moving from usage to fixed charges at least to some extent

Would you support reducing the proportion of your bill that is made
up of usage charges (assuming that it would not change the
amount you pay on your bill)? (n=584)

Yes
22%
No
44%

Yes, but it would
depend on the
extent of the
change
34%

Differentiating between residential and non-residential charges
The majority (70 per cent) of residential customers would prefer prices to be differentiated between
residential and non-residential customers (see Figure 6). Around two thirds of this group indicated that
non-residential customers should pay a higher fixed charge. A quarter of the group indicated that a
tiered usage charge should apply only to residential customers.
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Figure 6: Residential customers want their tariff to differ from the non-residential customer tariff

Do you think prices should differ between residential and nonresidential customers? (n=524)
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Preferences for transition
Icon Water used two hypothetical ‘end goal’ tariff structures to gauge customer views on the
appropriate length of tariff reform transitions (see Table 4). Respondents were provided with the
impact on the bills of various types of customer under each option.
Table 4: Hypothetical ‘end goal’ tariffs for questions on preferred transition

Supply charge ($ p.a.)

Tier 1 usage price ($/kL)

Tier 2 usage price ($/kL)

Current

101.14

2.60

5.22

Option 1

380

2.60

2.60

Option 2

240

2.60

3.90

Figure 7 shows that most respondents opted for either a quick transition of five years or less or a long
transition of more than ten years. For both tariff options, more than half of respondents preferred a
quick transition and they were evenly split between an immediate transition and a transition applied
evenly over five years.
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Figure 7: Residential customers tend to favour a transition within five years
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Respondents were also given the opportunity to give their view on the suitability for the ACT of the
two hypothetical ‘end goal’ tariff structures. The option in which the usage price is reduced to $2.60/kL
(Option 1) was considered unsuitable for the ACT by more than half of the respondents (see Figure
8). The option in which the Tier 2 usage price is reduced to $3.90/kL (Option 2), however, was
considered by more respondents to be suitable than unsuitable.
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Figure 8: Residential customers do not think an economically efficient tariff would be suitable
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Icon Water’s proposed direction
Proposed direction
Icon Water agrees with the ICRC that the current water tariff structure does not appear to be providing
suitable price signals to customers about the efficient use of the service infrastructure and water
11
resource. Based on our customer engagement to date, we are of the view that it would not be
appropriate to move directly to fully cost-reflective tariffs within a five-year regulatory period.
We intend to engage with customers and other stakeholders on specific tariff options ahead of our
next submission in response to the ICRC’s draft report. The proposed direction for tariff structure
reform that we will take to those discussions is:


Working towards a single usage price that applies to all water use and is significantly
lower than the current Tier 2 price
A reduction in the water usage price and removal of the second tier align with the ICRC
principles relating to economic efficiency (since it is more cost-reflective), revenue sustainability
(since the revenue impacts of changes in usage would be reduced), stability over time (since
there is a rationale for the structure), and simplicity (since there would no longer be different
prices applying at specified usage levels). Residential customers’ survey responses indicated
that a majority would support in principle a shift away from usage charges towards fixed
charges. Around half of residential customers would support in principle the removal of the step
in the water usage price.

11

ICRC 2016, Technical paper 2: Marginal cost pricing in the ACT, Report 3 of 2016, June, p xvii.
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Introducing separate residential and non-residential tariffs, with a higher supply charge
for non-residential customers
This approach would help manage customer impacts by limiting increases in residential
customer bills, consistent with the ICRC principle relating to transition arrangements. Any
changes would seek to ensure that charges remain within the bounds of avoidable and
standalone costs and would therefore not be counter to the ICRC’s principle relating to
economic efficiency.



Introducing a charging regime for liquid trade waste
The introduction of a trade waste charging regime would align with the ICRC principle relating
to economic efficiency, since the intent of the policy and charging regime being developed by
Icon Water would be to signal the costs imposed by liquid trade waste and provide an incentive
for customers to undertake pre-treatment where it would reduce overall costs. The detail of the
scheme, including transition arrangements, would need to be developed in consultation with
customers and other stakeholders.



Introducing drought pricing arrangements
As noted in our submission of 4 January 2016, we continue to support the implementation of a
revenue-neutral drought pricing scheme that would involve updating usage prices to account
for expectations about demand when changes in water restrictions occur. The low likelihood of
restrictions in the next regulatory period provides an opportunity for customers to become
familiar with a scheme prior to any triggered price adjustments. This approach would align with
ICRC principles relating to economic efficiency (since prices would track more closely with
marginal cost), full cost recovery, and revenue sustainability. The detail of the scheme would
need to be developed in consultation with customers and other stakeholders.

Icon Water
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Appendix A: Responses to ICRC key questions
The following table provides responses to the key questions raised by the ICRC in its Issues Paper.
Table 5: Responses to ICRC key questions

ICRC question

Icon Water response

Q1: Do you think that
the proposed
overarching objective
will provide an effective
foundation for assessing
current and alternative
tariff structures? If not,
why?

As discussed in our submission of 4 January 2016, Icon Water supports
the objective outlined in the paper. However, consideration will need to
be given to any implications from the Independent Competition and
Regulatory Commission Amendment Act 2016 that commenced on 1
July 2016.

Q2: Do you think that
the set of proposed
principles will provide an
effective basis for
assessing current and
alternative tariff
structures? If not, why?
Are there any additional
principles that you think
the Commission should
consider? If yes, what
are they and why?

As discussed in our submission of 4 January 2016, Icon Water supports
the principles outlined in the paper. As discussed on page 5 of this
submission, Icon Water is also committed to listening to its customers on
this issue and refining our proposals to ensure tariff structures take
account of community views appropriately.

Q3: What is your view
on the equity and water
conservation benefits of
inclining block tariffs?

The discussion from page 11 of this submission shows that the inclining
block is a very blunt instrument for achieving equity outcomes, with
around 40 per cent of Utilities Concession customers consuming at the
higher second tier price. An inclining block tariff may have water
conservation benefits during severe water shortages, when setting a
single tier usage price at the short-run marginal cost would lead to
revenue exceeding the regulatory requirement. At other times, however,
the inclining block tariff will hamper the economic level of water
conservation. There may be some debate about the marginal economic
cost of water use, including environmental costs, but, regardless of the
level of that cost, either one or both price tiers will not be cost reflective
under an inclining block tariff.
Some residential customers remain in favour of the inclining block tariff
(30 per cent of those surveyed by Icon Water). More than half of those
that provided reasons in support of retaining the step gave reasons
relating to water conservation. Further engagement with customers is
required to understand what benefits they perceive would be gained from
water conservation, given the current level of water security, and whether
these benefits exceed the environmental and scarcity values notionally
reflected in the Water Abstraction Charge that the ICRC incorporated in
12
its estimates of marginal cost.

12

ICRC 2016, Technical paper 2: Marginal cost pricing in the ACT, Report 3 of 2016, June, p 44.
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ICRC question

Icon Water response

Q4: Do you monitor your
water use on a more
regular basis than your
three-monthly bill
interval? If yes, are you
able to estimate when
you are about to trigger
the top-tier price and
does this affect your
subsequent water
usage?

In Icon Water’s recent survey, 61 per cent of survey respondents
indicated that a benefit from smart metering technology would be that “it
would help me to monitor my water usage”.

Q5: Would you be
prepared to pay more
for water during periods
of scarcity rather than
be subject to temporary
water restrictions?

Icon Water remains keen to establish a drought pricing arrangement that
would apply in conjunction with water restrictions to broaden and
strengthen water conservation signals and to ensure recovery of efficient
costs.

Q6: Do you think the
benefits from more even
bills outweigh any
complexities associated
with daily pricing?

Our experience suggests that daily pricing is less confusing for
customers because each bill is ‘self-contained’, as distinct from the
previous approach in which the inclining block tariff was applied to
cumulative consumption across a sequence of bills. Daily pricing also
avoids the perverse price signals generated under the previous approach
which saw many customers facing higher prices in autumn than in
summer.

Q7: Would you like to
have choice between
different water tariffs? If
yes, are you confident
that you will be able to
select the best tariff for
your particular
circumstances?

Icon Water did not address this issue directly in its recent survey.
However, it did find some interest in a voluntary ‘Green Tariff’, involving a
price premium to offset the greenhouse gases generated by the process
of providing water and sewerage services.

Q8: Do you think there
are any cost differences
between providing water
services to business and
residential customers or
to customers in different
locations? If yes, what
are these differences
due to?

There are not substantial differences in the forward-looking costs of
providing water and sewerage services across different customer types
and locations. The differences that do exist are aligned with geography
rather than customer type. For example, some parts of the network are
serviced by sewer or water pump stations, while others are not.

Icon Water

Icon Water partnered with the Australian National University in 2011-12
to undertake a detailed survey on willingness to pay to avoid water
restrictions. The report is available at: http://bit.ly/1qNtAKl.

The research undertaken by the Australian National University in 201112 found that customers were largely opposed to tariff options relating to
differing levels of water restrictions across households (see
http://bit.ly/1qNtAKl).

While most customers’ bills are expected to lie between avoidable and
standalone costs, meaning there is no economic cross-subsidy, some
large water customers are paying above standalone costs. These
customers are considering uneconomic bypass, as discussed on page 9
of this submission.
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Icon Water response

Q9: Do you think Icon
Water should consider
levying developer
charges for new
developments in an
effort to send the right
price signals about the
actual costs involved?

Given Canberra’s continued growth, infrastructure funding arrangements
are an important issue and a proper assessment of options and
consultation would be required to determine the best approach.

Q10: Do you think the
benefits from introducing
volumetric sewerage
services pricing will
outweigh the costs?

As discussed on page 9 of this submission, the marginal cost of sewage
discharge represents just seven per cent of the total amount that needs
to be recovered in tariffs, which is mostly fixed or sunk expenditure.
Adjusting the way these 93 per cent of residual costs are shared among
customers will have very little benefit in terms of economic efficiency, but
it may have significant impacts on individual customer bills. Any benefits
from introducing volumetric sewerage services pricing would be
significantly lower than benefits from other tariff structure reforms
discussed in this submission. Icon Water’s view is that sewerage pricing
reform in the period commencing in 2018 should focus on introducing a
trade waste charging regime.

Q11: Do you think Icon
Water should consider
introducing sewerage
services pricing based
on something other than
the number of fixtures?

As discussed in the response to Q10 above, adjusting the way that
residual costs (which form 93 per cent of the revenue requirement) are
shared among customers will have very little benefit in terms of
economic efficiency, but it may have significant impacts on individual
customer bills. Icon Water’s view is that sewerage pricing reform in the
period commencing in 2018 should focus on introducing a trade waste
charging regime.

Q12: Do you think Icon
Water should consider
introducing trade waste
pricing?

Icon Water is working towards introducing a trade waste charging regime
in 2018 to signal the costs imposed on the network by non-domestic
discharge and to align with National Water Initiative principles.

Icon Water
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